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“A Passage to China” returns
to Mall of America April 5 & 6
By Greg Hugh
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Gateway to “A Passage to China “
at the Mall of America
While we have endured an unusually severe winter dominated by a polar
vortex that created havoc across the
country causing cancelation of schools
and travel, we should take solace that
spring is just around the corner. The arrival of spring marks the return of the
seventh annual “A Passage to China”

that will be held at Mall of America on
April 5 and 6.
This free event is devoted exclusively to Chinese culture, history and
entertainment with more than 50 participating organizations that will be
providing fun, informative interactive
activities for young and old. In short,
“Passage” is a great way to explore
China without any hassle. Everything
has been planned and organized all you

have to do is show up. The two-day
event will be open from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. each day at the Bloomington Mall
of America Rotunda and Sears Court.
Additional displays and exhibits also
have been added to the Southeast Court,
formerly known as Bloomingdale Court
Each participating organization will
engage visitors in activities such as Chi-

Continues on page 15

Lee, Li and Long,
China’s Bitcoin players

Hebei Province, page 13

By Elaine Dunn

Bitcoin, the virtual currency
One evening in March 2013, in an
unassuming establishment called Cheku
Café (车库咖啡厅) in Beijing’s tech
district, young university and tech types
gathered in anticipation to discuss the
night’s event: that an American student
named Jake Smith asked if he could pay
for his cup of coffee with Bitcoins. The
most frequently asked question of the

evening: How many coins do you own?
“Cheku” in Chinese means garage
and the name is a nod to the famous
Silicon Valley tech giants that started out
in garages: Apple, Hewlett Packard and
Microsoft. It is fitting that this was the
venue chosen to host the night’s speaker:
Li Xiaolai, China’s Bitcoin kingpin!
Bitcoin is a hot topic among China’s
netizens. Why and what do ordinary
Chinese think of it? For many, Bitcoin
is more attractive, though riskier, than
the Chinese yuan. It is popular because
it circumvents their government’s strict
capital controls. Ever the gamblers
that they are, conversations on Sina
Weibo suggest Chinese are impressed
by Bitcoin’s skyrocketing price and the
millionaires Bitcoin has created overnight. The world’s most famous Bitcoin

Asian Heritage Night, page 11

millionaires are the Winklevoss twins,
with approximately 120,000 bitcoins
among their assets. (Value of a bitcoin
range from a peak at USD1,200 to a low
of USD500.)
Bitcoin, the virtual currency, which
as of October 2013 had its largest
market in China. Shanghai-based BTC
China, founded in June 2011, was the
world’s largest Bitcoin exchange. “Was”
because it was banned by the Chinese
government in December 2013from Bitcoin transactions. BTC China accounted
for nearly one-third of the total Bitcoin
market up until then, trading more than
100,000 bitcoins in a single day. The
People’s Bank of China also prohibited
merchants and other banks to accept
Bitcoins or convert them into yuans in

Continues on page 10
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University of Minnesota launches history
exhibit about engagement with China
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– The University of Minnesota China
Center hosted the grand opening of the
“China 100 History Exhibit: 100 Years
of Engagement” in conjunction with its
Chinese New Year celebration on Jan.
31 at the McNamara Alumni Center.
More than 150 people from the University and local community rung in the
Year of the Horse by viewing historic
photos and learning about the long history between the University and China.
China Center Executive Director
Joan Brzezinski welcomed guests, stating, “The horse, like no other animal in
the Chinese zodiac, is revered around
the world. Horse culture is a distinct and
important aspect of both the Chinese
and American cultures, but also many
European, Russian and South American
cultures. The horse is ubiquitous and
this Chinese Year of the Horse allows
us to reflect on the many qualities that
we share.”
She went on to highlight the first
three Chinese students at the University, who enrolled in 1914, and the
rich history the University shares with
China. This event is one of several
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University alumnus Weiming Lu poses
next to the “Chinese Alumni” poster.

The “China 100 History Exhibit: 100

Years of Engagement” made its
debut at the China Center’s Chinese
New Year celebration.
events planned as part of China 100, a
yearlong celebration honoring the first
students from China and the wealth
of connections that have come since.
For more information and to view the
100-year timeline of history between
the University and China, visit www.
china100.umn.edu.

About the University of Minnesota’s China Center:
The China Center was established
in 1979 to manage the University
of Minnesota’s exchanges with the
Greater China area. For more
than three decades, the China
Center has reflected the firm and
long-standing commitment of the
University to international research,
teaching and outreach. For more
information about the China Center
visit www.chinacenter.umn.edu.
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David Fong’s Restaurant and family
score Spirit of Hospitality Award
By Greg Hugh

Entertainment provided by Spraggs, a DJ
and violinist from Loa Angeles, Calif.

Ed Fong accepting the award on behalf of David Fong’s Restaurant and the Fong Family.

As a salute to outstanding customer
service employees in Bloomington’s
tourism, hospitality and retail industries,
the Bloomington Convention & Visitors
Bureau (BCVB) recently presented its
18th annual Diamond Service Awards.
The event recognizes exceptional individuals who contribute to Bloomington’s success as a friendly world-class
travel destination.
The evening’s celebration began
with a presentation of finalists for the
Diamond Service Awards that paraded
into the banquet hall in an Olympic-like
procession - a prelude as to what would
be the theme of the awards presentation
as the evening evolved. After the finalists completed their march into the hall,
the Bloomington Food Safety Awards
were presented to 19 recipients followed by the Hospitality Hall of Fame
Awards, which were awarded to Terry
Jagow, banquet chef at DoubleTree by
Hilton and Linda Fleming, executive
housekeeping at Quality Inn & Suites
Airport.
The next item on the program was
the Spirit of Hospitality Award, which is
presented to an individual or company
who has made a significant contribution
to the travel and hospitality industry.
According to the BCVB, this award
embodies the spirit of commitment and
to the success and future of Minnesota
and Bloomington as elite visitor destinations. This year’s recipient was the
David Fong family.
The event’s program booklet profiled the Fong family and David Fong’s

David Fong family

Restaurant as follows:
In 1958, David Fong and his wife,
Helen, opened a four-item takeout
restaurant in a 600-square foot space
in Bloomington. By 1966, they had
outgrown it and moved to their current
location on Lyndale Avenue-expanding
into a full service restaurant serving Chinese and American-style cuisine. The
building, which was built by the family, contains two bars, a dining room,
takeout area and banquet facilities. All
of the couple’s six children have worked
in the restaurant at one point or another,
and after retirement, the business was
passed on to their eldest son, Ed, who
runs the restaurant today.
Over the course of the more than
50 years, David Fong’s has established
itself as an integral part of the community and has become a hospitality
landmark. They have employees that
have worked with them for decades, and
customers who have been coming in for
generations. They’ve been the recipient
of numerous awards, including those
for best Chinese restaurant and best
community restaurant. In addition to
their everyday service, the family supports the area through donations to local
charities, offering meeting space to civic
groups and fundraisers. The restaurant
has also sponsored many youth athletic
teams and organizations. Ed believes
that when good fortune comes to you,
sharing good fortune with those who got
you there will perpetuate success.
David Fong was previously inducted
into the Minnesota Restaurant’s Minnesota Hospitality Hall of Fame. He
was awarded the Legacy Award by the
Bloomington Community Foundation
in 2013. David Fong’s Restaurant also
was selected by Bloomington residents
to be included as part of the “Bloomington Mapworks III” exhibit, which was
the only family-owned establishment/
quasi-public institution among the eight
landmarks that were part of the exhibit.
During the break for dinner, the gath-

ering was entertained by Spags, the “DJ
violinist,” who flew in from Los Angeles
to perform exclusively at this event.
The Diamond Service Awards were
momentarily delayed when Bloomington mayor Gene Winstead “could not be
located.” Attendees were entertained
by a creative video of him leaving his
office, running through several notable
Bloomington landmarks carrying a
torch, including a segment where he
was chased by a “lion” through David
Fong’s Restaurant, prior to arriving at
the banquet hall.
The final item on the program was

Mayor Winstead offers his congratulations
in a creative video shown at the awards
presentation

the presentation of the Diamond Service
Awards. More than 400 nominees in 17
categories were nominated by management personnel from the hospitality and
retail businesses in Bloomington. All
nominees were personally interviewed
by a panel of four independent judges
and rated on a point system to determine
final scores. The 85 winners represented
various types and sizes of organization
that serve the public in Bloomington
Although the list was quite ex-

a video of congratulations from Senator Amy Klobuchar, who couldn’t be
present because of her commitments in
Washington, D.C.
For more information about the
Bloomington Convention & Visitors
Bureau, go to http://www.BloomingtonMN.org. u
Photos: Bloomington CVB and Jijun He

Editor’s Note:
In addition to David Fong’s
Restaurant located in Bloomington, family members also
own Fong’s Restaurant and
Bar in Prior Lake and D. Fong’s
in Savage. Check them out at
www.davidfongs.com.

By the

##

Numbers
4712
The Chinese lunar new year that
began Jan. 31, 2014.

860,000

The number of posts on Sina Weibo
(China’s equivalent of Twitter) in
the first minute of the Year of the
Horse.

1,338,613,000

Population of Chinese in mainland
China.

40
A video congratulations from Senator Amy
Klobucher

tensive, the presentation went rather
smoothly and was broken up with several videos that provided Olympic-like
recognition to the nominees along with

Millions of Chinese living outside of
mainland China (excluding Taiwan).

75
Percent of Singapore’s population
who are ethnic Chinese.
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Increasing global interest prompts Minnetonkabased East View Press to publish Chinese
archaeological research in English

Bronze vessels from an ancient tomb discovered in June 2012 on Shigushan in Baoji city, Shaanxi province.

Ancient Chinese bronzes are no longer alien to Western eyes. Fine Chinese
bronzes and ceramics, often used in
ceremonial and ancestor-worship rituals, command extraordinary prices these
days. Auction houses such as Sotheby’s,
Christie’s and Bonhams have raked
in record-breaking prices for Chinese
bronzes recently. Bloomberg reported a
3,000-year-old bronze ritual food vessel sold for US$12 million in London
in October 2013. In Hong Kong, also
in October 2013, a gilt-bronze seated
Buddha sold for US$30.5 million at
Sotheby’s. In March 2013, Christie’s
collected US$1.26 million for a 5.5-inch
bronze vessel from the Shang Dynasty
and a circa 1700 8-inch pear-shaped
vase with blue underglaze for US$3.82
million.
Who is buying? In 2012, 70 percent
of Chinese art sold at the leading auction houses were bought by Chinese
buyers from mainland China, Hong
Kong, Macau and Taiwan. Collectors
have always treasured antiquities both
for their beauty and as mementos of the
past. However, until the introduction of
archaeology in the early 20th century,
there was not much contextual meaning
given to these cultural artifacts. One can
say history offers a factual timeline, and
archaeology is the physical manifestation
There are approximately 400,000
archaeological sites in China of which
only 70,000 have been recognized as
such. China’s archaeology has mainly
been off-limits to Westerners. Important
scholarly research on Chinese archaeology and cultural history that, until now,

had been published only in Chinese will
soon be available to English readers.
In early 2014, Minnetonka-based East
View Press* will translate into English
and publish current issues of the awardwinning Chinese journal “Wenwu” as
“Chinese Cultural Relics” on a quarterly
basis. “Wenwu” has been in publication
since the 1950s.
Xie Nien Lin, East Asian librarian at
Dartmouth College, quoted one professor saying, “It [Wenwu] is the oldest and
one of the three most important top-tier
Chinese journals in the field of Chinese
archaeology and antiquities. It contains
more research articles than similar
journals. The publication of ‘Chinese
Cultural Relics’ will allow non-Chinesespeaking scholars to gain access to
‘Wenwu’s’ valuable information.”
Each issue of “Chinese Cultural
Relics” covers current archaeological
work being done in China, such as the
inscribed bronzes of the Shang and Zhou
Dynasties and the Tsinghua Collection
of Bamboo Slip manuscripts. Each issue
will include high quality, detailed photographs and hand-drawn illustrations.
“The beautiful photos and illustrations of architectural features and the
finds associated with the excavation
are amazing. However, for us, it is very
helpful to have articles such as ‘Conservations and studies of tombs with
murals of Tang Dynasty in Guanzhong
Region,’ which focus specifically on
conservation,” said Sheila Cummins of
the Getty Conservation Institute.
Close to approximately 9,000 museums and academic institutions in the
world currently subscribe to the Chinese

“Wenwu.” Winner of many Chinese antiques produced before 1911. Presipublishing awards, “Wenwu” is rec- dent George W. Bush signed an execuognized in Chinese publishing circles tive order before he left office restricting
as “the scientific journal with most the importation of Chinese antiques that
international influence.” With interest are more than 250 years old. Understand
in Chinese antiquities growing glob- the risks and calculate the probability
ally, the English translation, “Chinese of finding a genuine Chinese antique!
Cultural Relics,” will make it possible
for non-Chinese readers to learn about
*East View has a long history of
China, its archaeological findings and
making authoritative journals, books
cultural history.
and maps from Eurasia accessible
The Xian terracotta warriors tourthrough English translation. “Chinese
ing museums around the world have
certainly raised visibility of China’s Cultural Relics” is an extension of this
rich cultural past and historical artifacts. tradition and will be available both in
Kent D. Lee, East View’s founder and print and online. Sample article and
CEO, says, “Study of and interest in contents for the premiere issue and
Chinese archaeology and cultural rel- additional information can be found at
ics are no longer restricted to special- http://www.eastviewpress.com.u
ists and those who can
read Chinese. With the
upcoming publication of
‘Chinese Cultural Relics,’
a treasure trove of vital
information in this field
will be accessible to everyone interested in learning more about China and
its amazing history.”
So before you succumb to temptation on the
Internet or on an overseas
trip to buy a piece of
Chinese culture, do some
in-depth research with the
resources available.
And, a word of caution: Since 2009, the
mainland Chinese government has prohibited
Chinese Bronze Vessel
the export of Chinese
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Today, her first bike.
Tomorrow, her first car.
As she grows, you’ll want to give her every
opportunity. That may mean lower monthly
payments now so there’s more left each month
or it could mean access to the money you need
for what’s ahead. From training wheels to her
own wheels, your car’s value may help you pay
for what she needs along the way.
Call, click, or stop by Wells Fargo today, and we’ll
find out if an auto-secured loan is right for you.

1-800-946-9524

wellsfargo.com/autoloans

Granting of loan is subject to our credit requirements.
© 2014 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Member FDIC.
Materials expire on 08/01/2014. (1172034_11076)
1172034_11076 10x7 bw.indd 1

Carleton College Chinese Music
Ensemble won four medals at
the 2014 Huain Cup International
Chinese Instrument Competition

Playing the guzheng.

Northfield, Minn.- On the very day
the 2014 Winter Olympics were getting
underway in Sochi, four members of
the Carleton College Chinese Music
Ensemble were awarded medals of
their own at the 2014 Huain Cup International Chinese Instrument Competition at the Le Petit Trianon Theatre in

sunny San Jose, California. A panel
comprised of elite musicians and music
scholars from China awarded a gold
medal to Yawen Chen (Dizi - Chinese
bamboo flute), a silver medal to Vivky
Wu (Guzheng - Chinese zither), and
bronze medals to Xiaodi Wang ‘ (Erhu Chinese fiddle) and Ken Wang (Sanxian

- Chinese banjo). This is the third time
Carleton students have competed in this
prestigious competition. Music major
Kimloan Nguyen ‘ (Pipa - Chinese lute)
took home a gold medal in 2008 and was
awarded a silver medal in 2007.
The students’ participation in this
competition was made possible by the
Parents Fund for Academic Excellence
from the Dean’s Office and the Department of Music. u

1/29/14 10:39 AM

The Huain Cup
International
Chinese
Instrument
Competition

It is a competition primarily focused
on Chinese traditional instruments solo.
The competition is designed to discover
talents, promote cultural exchange and
friendship. In the multicultural American community, it provides a unique
opportunity and platform for Chinese
musicians to present their talents and
introduce Chinese music to a broader
audience.
Organizers:
CMAA, Chinese Musicians Association
of China, National Chinese Orchestra
Co-organizers: Central Conservatory
of Music of China, Stanford University
Pan-Asian Music Festival. The competition also receives tremendous support
from the Ministry of Culture of China
and the Chinese Consulate-General of
San Francisco. u
Read the paper online at

www.chinainsight.info
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“No real expert on China”
confirmed as next U.S.
ambassador to China
By Elaine Dunn

Max Baucus, ambassador to China
Max Baucus, senator from Montana,
easily won Senate approval (96-0 vote)
on Feb. 6 as the next U.S. ambassador
to China. He will succeed Gary Locke,
who was secretary of commerce before
becoming the U.S. envoy to Beijing.
Locke resigned in November 2013 and
will return to Washington to join his
family.
The 72-yr-old Baucus had announced
his intention to retire from the senate at
the end of 2014 before President Obama
nominated him for the ambassadorship.
He is the chair of the Senate Finance
Committee, which oversees tax and
trade policy. He led U.S. efforts in the
1990s that helped China gain admission
to the World Trade Organization.
During confirmation hearings, senators urged him to take a firm stance on

China’s territorial ambitions. In response
to a question from Sen. Ron Johnson of
Wisconsin about China’s recent moves
to establish an air-defense zone around
the disputed Senkaku-Diaoyu Islands,
Baucus answered, “Senator, I’m no real
expert on China. It’s my strong belief
that Chinese people are just as proud
as we Americans.” An aide quickly
downplayed his comment, claiming
“The senator was being humble, that is
the Montana way.”
China is the largest foreign holder of
U.S. debt-- $1.3 trillion in U.S. Treasury
bonds. The U.S. trade deficit with China
is the largest with any country.
Xinhua, China’s official news agency,
welcomed Baucus’ confirmation.”The
bilateral relationship will be more
smooth and fruitful when China does
not feel the U.S. threat of containment
and when the U.S. finds no ulterior
Chinese motive to undermine its global
leadership,” Xinhua said. But it also
added that “more political trust was
needed between Washington and Beijing.”
Gov. Steve Bullock of Montana said,
“I join all Montanans as we say congratulations and thank you to Max ... I
look forward to continuing to work with
Max in his new role and am confident
that his leadership in China will pay
dividends for all Americans for years
to come.” u

President Obama intends
to nominate Jane Chu as
chair of the National
Endowment for the Arts

Dr. Jane Chu

President Obama announced on Feb.
12 his intent to nominate Dr. Jane Chu
as Chairman of the National Endowment
for the Arts.
The president said, “Jane’s lifelong
passion for the arts and her background
in philanthropy have made her a powerful advocate for artists and arts education
in Kansas City. She knows firsthand
how art can open minds, transform lives
and revitalize communities, and believes
deeply in the importance of the arts to
our national culture. I’m proud to nominate her as Chairman of the National
Endowment for the Arts.”

Doing business with China:
voice of experience

When:
March 20, 8:30 – 10 a.m.
Where:
DEED Conf. Ctr.
1st National Bank Bldg.
332 Minnesota St.
Ste. E200
(2nd Fl. Skyway Level)
St. Paul MN 55101
Cost:
$25 if pre-registered
$35 walk-ins
To register, contact:
Li King Feng
Inrernational Trade
representative
Email:
li.king.feng@state.mn.us
Tel: 651-259-7484

In 2014-15 China will undergo
(because it must) the most profound
changes to its “unstable, unbalanced,
uncoordinated and ultimately unsustainable” economy since the early
1980s. China is in the midst of a massive pivot away from the “GDP-at-any-

cost” growth drivers of the last two
decades that ruined the environment,
fueled land grabs by local governments, and spawned the country’s
dangerous $4.8 trillion “shadow banking” system.
As China’s economy walks a tightrope toward necessary reform, private
business creation and new consumer
markets will emerge, creating enormous opportunity. The government
has already begun increasing financial
transparency and loosening artificial
market restrictions. It is reaching out
to foreign firms to help address many
of China’s pressing resource, technology, environmental and demographic
challenges.
Meanwhile, such horror stories
as Caterpillar’s recent $580 million
write-down of a major China acquisition remind us of China’s many hidden financial dangers. New regulatory
threats also loom for foreign businesses. The government’s attempt
to rein in corruption and perceived
abuses of market position has snared

www.chinainsight.info

several Western businesses. Dairy and
drug companies are two high-profile
examples, but there are many others
from such industries as rail transportation, mining and telecommunications.
Come learn about the top 10 Minnesota industries that could benefit from
new and emerging economic realities
in China. Learn about the regulatory
red flags and business practice warning
signs that, if recognized and avoided,
will help your company succeed sustainably in China.
The voice of experience from successful Minnesota business leaders
provides first-hand, front-line advice
from experienced Minnesota experts
on foreign markets.
Speaker: Duncan McCampbell, president of the international business
consultancy McCampbell Global,
LLC; MBA program director/associate professor of Business at Bethel
University; and former General Manager of Beijing Bowen Technology
Development Corp., Ltd. (Thomson
China). u

Chu is President and CEO of the
Kauffman Center for the Performing
Arts in Kansas City, Missouri, a position she has held since 2006. She was
a Fund Executive at the Kauffman Fund
for Kansas City from 2004 to 2006, and
Vice President of External Relations for
Union Station Kansas City from 2002
to 2004. She was Vice President of
Community Investment for the Greater
Kansas City Community Foundation from 1997 to 2002. Dr. Chu is a
Trustee at William Jewell College and
serves on the Board of Directors of the
Ewing Marion Kauffman School and
the Greater Kansas City Chamber of
Commerce. Kansas City’s Nonprofit
Connect recently announced her as their
Nonprofit Professional of the Year. Dr.
Chu received an A.A. in Visual Arts from
Nebraska Wesleyan University, a B.M.
in Piano Performance and a B.M.Ed. in
Music Education from Ouachita Baptist
University, an M.A. in Piano Pedagogy
from Southern Methodist University, an
M.B.A. from Rockhurst University, and
a Ph.D. in Philanthropic Studies from
Indiana University. u

Upcoming UCBC
presentations
Greater MSP’s Regional
Export Growth Strategy
Date: Wednesday, March 5
Time: 7:30 - 9:30 a.m.
Location:
University of St Thomas
1000 LaSalle Ave, Minneapolis
Room MOH 201
The Greater MSP region’s long-term
economic growth depends on expanding
and diversifying exported industry sectors. Exporting accounts for more than
$20 billion in the region’s economy and
each $1 billion in new exports generates over 6,000 jobs. The Metropolitan
Export Initiative is working to help businesses see the opportunity that exporting can mean for their companies and
significantly grow exports and jobs for
the region. The international Economic
Development Council recently recognized the initiative as an innovative approach for driving regional prosperity.
Learn about the initiative and the work

Continues on page 15
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Speaking Chinese in the Real World
By Pat Welsh, contributor
All who have studied Mandarin
Chinese in school have had difficulty
understanding some of the Chinese
you have met. You may find that while
your Chinese listeners understand you,
you may have difficulty understanding
them. There are valid reasons for this.
Standard Mandarin is based on the dialect of Beijing. Speakers from outside
of Beijing will speak with an accent
from their home districts. The speakers
may have different values for the tones,
consonants and vowels that you learned.
Furthermore, the speakers may use
street language not found in textbooks
or dictionaries. Grammar, however, was
not likely much of a problem for you unless they spoke very tersely – a common
event in casual conversation. Finally,
they sometimes slur their speech. The
extent to which these differences become apparent to our ears depends on
how much the speaker has allowed his
local dialect to affect his speech. What
follows is a short list of the most common sources of difficulty.
In China, once you leave Beijing and
head west or south from the city, you
will encounter regional accents of both
Mandarin and non-Mandarin speaking
areas. The most obvious differences are
those of pronunciation. For example, the
Beijing syllables “chu,” “zhu,” “shu”
and “ru” sound almost like the English
words “true,” “drew,” “shrew” and
“rue.” The listener will still hear these
consonants as far southwest as Xian in
Shaanxi Province and as far south as
Qinan or even Nanjing . Yet when you
head south and west from those areas,
these consonants usually disappear and
sound like ts’oo, tzoo, soo and zoo. In
Taiwan, Sichuan, Shanghai and elsewhere, for instance, the numbers “4”
and “10” both sound like “si” except for
their tones. I found myself checking to
make sure that I was familiar with the
speakers’ tones before paying for goods
and services.
South of the Yangtze River, especially in Sichuan, Hunan, Guangxi,
some Cantonese and Hakka-speaking
areas, the initial consonants “l” and “n”
become confused. For example “lăo”
(old) and “năo” (angry) will both sound
alike. In Sichuan Province both are
said as “nao”. In many parts of Hunan,
Guangxi, the two sound like “lao.” Also,
in many parts of eastern Sichuan, Hunan
south into Jiangxi and Hakka-speaking
areas, the “hu” sounds much like an “f”
to our ears. Hence while the expression
for “Chinese language”(Zhōngguóhuà)
will come out as either Tsoong-gueh-fa
or Tsoong-gwet-fa .
In provinces through which the
Yangtze River flows from Wuhan to
Chengdu, Beijing’s “-ing, and –eng”
are both heard as “-in” and “-en”. For
example, the words “feng” (wind) and

“fen” (cent) are both said as “fen”.
The words “ming” (name) and “min”
(people) will both be heard as “min”.
Speakers from near the mouth of the
Yangtze River may either nasalize the
vowel so that both words sound like “fẽ
” and “ mĩ ”.
A second source of difficulty is the
value of the tones. In standard Mandarin
there are four tones. Tone One is one’s
own normal high-level pitch. Tone Two
is a rising tone whereas Tone Three is
mid-to-low to rising dipping tone. Tone
Four is a high-falling tone. As one leaves
Beijing, the pitch of these tones change.
For example, in nearby Tianjin, the first
tone becomes a low-falling tone. This
is also true as one heads south and west
into Shanxi, Shaanxi, Shandong, Henan
and Anhui. In some southeastern dialects such as Shanghai and Cantonese as
spoken in Guangzhou and Hong Kong,
this tone is often heard as a high-falling
tone, in others such as Xiamen, Fuzhou,
Meixian and Taipei, this tone remains
either high-level or mid-level.
Beijing’s second tone, the mid-rising
tone, may be heard as either a high-level
or a high rising or even a high falling
tone in most parts of Shanxi, Shaanxi,
Shandong, Henan, and Anhui provinces.
Yet in many other parts of China, especially in the south or southwest, it is
heard as either a low-level or as a lowfalling tone.
Head towards Wuhan and follow
the Yangtze River towards Sichuan and
Guangxi, the dipping tone of Beijing is
heard as a falling tone. This is also the
case in Xiamen and Min-speaking Taiwanese. This is also true in most Hakkaspeaking areas in Guangxi, Guangdong
and Taiwan. As far as Henan and Anhui
provinces, all bets are off as to how this
tone will be heard. In Hofei, Beijing’s
dipping tone is heard as a high- rising
tone but in Nanjing and Yangzhou this
tone is a high-falling tone.
As for Beijing’s fourth tone, the
high-falling tone, in southwest China
including Chengdu, Chongqing and
Kunming, this tone tends to be a low
rising tone. In the southeast Mandarin
speaking areas and in Xian, the fourth
tone tends to remain high bit it can also
rise, remain level or fall somewhat.
At one time, Beijing Mandarin also
had an “entering” tone. This was a
very short tone that ended with either
a –p, -t, -k or a glottal stop. This tone
disappeared from Beijing and much of
northeast China centuries ago. Yet this
entering tone has not disappeared from
most of China’s territory. In the southeast Mandarin speaking areas such as
Hofei, Nanjing and Yangzhou this is a
fifth tone. In these places, it is still heard
as a short high pitch with its vowel cut
very short. In southwest China, this
entering tone has merged with their

dialects’ second tone and both are usually spoken as a low tone, identical with
their version of Beijing’s second tone.
In the non-Mandarin dialect regions
of southeastern China, especially in
southern Jiangsu Zhejiang, Fujian, Jiangxi, Hunan, Guangxi, Guangdong and
many parts of Taiwan, all bets are off
with respect to this tone. It still exists,
frequently with both high and low pitch
variations. In some Cantonese dialects
there are three or even four entering
tones. Here what your ears will perceive
is dependent upon the degree that the
speaker of Mandarin is able to accept and
adopt the sounds of Beijing Mandarin in
his speech.
As for vocabulary, it is among the
more common words that there are differences. The word for “he/she” is “ta”
in most Mandarin speaking areas but
“yi” in most Wu and Min dialects of
eastern China. In Guangdong”he/she”
will become k’euih (k’øü) or k’oo-ee in
Cantonese speaking areas but “ghee” in
Hakka speaking areas. It becomes some
version of k’ieh or kieh in Gan and a few
southern Wu dialect areas. The word for
“not” is some version of “bu” in Mandarin speaking areas but “m” or “bo” in the
south and southeastern areas of China.
In both Mandarin and non-Mandarin
speaking areas, expect wide variations
of vocabulary for the pronouns “this,”
“that,” “which” and their plurals. This
also goes for words meaning “who,”
“what,” “where” and “how.” There are
many other such examples.
Grammatical differences also exist but usually they are minor enough
not to cause too much of a problem as
students learn Mandarin grammar in
school. The more obvious ones would

be in word order. For example: do you
throw hay over the fence to the horse or
do you throw the horse over the fence
some hay?
Finally there is the issue of slurring.
Some expressions become contracted
just as they are in English. Degrees of
emphasis could also cause the speaker’s
voice to soften unexpectedly. With these
variations from “textbook” Chinese it is
no wonder that many people who have
learned Chinese as a second language
find difficulties understanding speakers
when they first leave the classroom. In
any case, be patient with yourself and
take time to enjoy your use of your new
language. u
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Local Chinese groups welc
Best Buy and Midtown Global Market

Edina Chinese Community
Neighborhood Group
By Mandy Bai

Chinese Heritage Foundation volunteers
provide fortune telling

Lion Dance by the Hui’s Lucky Lion Dance
Troupe

The Asian Employee Network at
Best Buy and the Midtown Global
Market recently welcomed in the Year
of the Horse. Volunteers from the Chinese Heritage Foundation assisted the
AEN of Best Buy by providing fortunetelling for an hour at their headquarters
in Richfield, which created a steady
line of employees seeking to have their

fortunes told.
The Midtown Global Market held
their Lunar New Year as part of their regular Family Night activity that included
cooking demonstrations by Pham Deli;
lion dance by the Ha Family;calligraphy,
fortune-telling and making terra cotta
replicas by the Chinese Heritage Foundation.

CHF volunteers Holly Lammert and Max
Grossman assist in the making of terra cotta
warrior replicas

CHF members Yin Simpson and Ken Lau
provide fortune telling
Photos by Scott Simpson

The Edina Chinese Community
Neighborhood Group hosted its second
annual Chinese New Year Party at Creek
Valley Elementary on Saturday, Jan. 26.
In order to increase cultural diversity
and exchange education information,
the approximately 100 Chinese families
living in Edina have kept in close touch
with each other through the years.
The party featured household specialty foods and delicious dishes donated by popular Chinese restaurants such
as Little Szechuan, Grand Szechuan,

Tianjin, Big Bowl and Hunan. The audience warmly applauded the excellent
cultural performances by the children.
Mayor James Hovland, School Board
Vice Chair Cathy Cella, School Board
members Lisa O’Brian and Edina School
Board member Regina Neville attended
the event and delivered new year greetings. With the Confucius Classroom to
be established in 2014, many residents
look forward to more Chinese language
and culture opportunities in the Edina
School District.

Mayor Hovland and Chinese volunteers

U.S. China Peoples Friendship Association
By Walter Graff

Short concert by
the St. Anthony Brass Quintet.

On Feb. 4, the Minnesota Chapter
of USCPFA held its annual New Year’s
Banquet at Grand Szechuan Restaurant
in Bloomington. As usual, the great
majority of those in attendance had
been coming to this event not just for
years, but for decades, so people look
forward as much to the conversations as
they do the food. This year the formal
program was intentionally kept somewhat briefer, giving people more time
to socialize. Unfortunately, a visiting
delegation from Minneapolis’ sister

city, Harbin, was unable
to join the event because
of a cancelled connecting
flight from Canada.
The evening’s highlight was a performance
by the St. Anthony Brass
Quintet (SABQ), the local
group of professional musicians invited to perform
at the biennial 31st Harbin
Summer Music Festival in
August and earned Harbin
the title of “City of Music” by UNESCO. SABQ also received an additional
invitation to perform in Xi’an following
the Harbin festival.
SABQ performed adaptations of familiar Chinese folk melodies and some
quintessential American Dixieland
and a Sousa march, all of which were
enthusiastically received by the audience. USCPFA has endorsed SABQ’s
proposed trip to Harbin and Xi’an, and
attendees at the Banquet were encouraged to contribute to the fund set up by
USCPFA for that purpose.

Mayor Hovland distributed red pockets

Ballet performance

Edina school board vice chairman Cathy
Cella and UMN Confucius Institute Assistant Director Dr. Yongling Zhang
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come the Year of the Horse
Yinghua Academy celebrates

Hopkins XinXing Academy

Chinese New Year
By Wynee Igel, Yinghua Academy Community Association
Nationally recognized Chinese immersion school Yinghua Academy held
its annual Chinese New Year Performance on Jan. 31at Bethel University in
St. Paul. All students from kindergarten
through 8th grade worked on performances designed and choreographed
by the individual class teachers. Performances included song and dance, a

theatrical play, an orchestral piece and
a fashion show. Students also acted as
emcees, speaking in both Chinese and
English.
Located in Northeast Minneapolis
Yinghua Academy is the first K-8 full
Chinese immersion school in the Twin
Cities. Find out more at www.yinghuaacademy.org.

Having pictures taken with Chinese royalty.

5th grade boys perform dragon dance.

5th grade girls perform fan dance.

University of Minnesota
The University of Minnesota China
Center hosted the grand opening of
the “China 100 History Exhibit: 100
Years of Engagement” in conjunction
with its Chinese New Year celebration
on Jan. 31 at the McNamara Alumni
Center. More than 150 people from the
University and local community rung in
the Year of the Horse by viewing historic
photos and learning about the long history between the University and China.
China Center Executive Director
Joan Brzezinski welcomed guests, stating, “The horse, like no other animal in
the Chinese zodiac, is revered around
the world. Horse culture is a distinct and
important aspect of both the Chinese
and American cultures, but also many

European, Russian and South American
cultures. The horse is ubiquitous and
this Chinese Year of the Horse allows
us to reflect on the many qualities that
we share.”
She went on to highlight the first
three Chinese students at the University, who enrolled in 1914, and the
rich history the University shares with
China. This event is one of several
events planned as part of China 100, a
yearlong celebration honoring the first
students from China and the wealth
of connections that have come since.
For more information and to view the
100-year timeline of history between
the University and China, visit www.
china100.umn.edu.

Students of Hopkins XinXing Academy and their families ushered in the
year of the Horse on Feb. 8 at Eisenhower Elementary School in Hopkins
where XinXing Academy is located.
The festival included activity tables and
zodiac-themed games for elementaryaged children as well as fresh Chinese
dishes catered by Royal Cuisine. This
is the sixth year of the festival, which
is sponsored by Bei Dou Xing, a nonprofit organization made up of parents
dedicated to supporting the Hopkins
District Chinese Immersion Program
(www.beidouxingmn.com).
XinXing’s Chinese New Year celebration continued later in the month with
a talent show on Feb. 13 and a musical
performance on Feb. 27. The talent allowed XinXing fifth- and sixth-graders
to show off their artistic skills through
acting, music, dance and more. The Feb.
27 event included students and teachers
in grades K-G4 performing a variety of

Children learn about Chinese
calligraphy

U.S.-China Business Connections (UCBC)

Minnesota International Chinese School

The MICS located in Chanhassen
High School celebrated the Year of the
Horse with a family and carnival-type
program to encourage learning of Chi-

choreographed songs and dances, as
well as a gong fu demonstration.
XinXing Academy is the elementary-level Chinese immersion program
within the Hopkins School District. The
program began with two kindergarten
classes in 2007, adding a grade each
year. Currently XinXing consists of students in kindergarten through the sixth
grade. Next year,it’ll include curriculum
choices in secondary school as current
sixth graders move to XinXing @ West,
which will be located at Hopkins West
Jr. High.

Minneapolis. UCBC is a nonprofit
providing an educational and networking forum for companies and individunese culture and language. More than als interested in developing business
500 people enjoyed fun games, hands-on relationships between U.S. and China.
With approximately 70 Minnesota
activities, performances and the food at
the event.
business professionals and entrepre-

Randy Hiel, UCBC president, addresses
the gathering

neurs who are doing business with China, the group got together to celebrate
the new Year of the Horse. President
Rodney Hiel delivered a speech and
presented a video greeting from Senator Amy Klobuchar, who recognized
the great work of UCBC and its role
in helping Minnesota companies doing
business with China. The event was
sponsored by High Street Partners,
Foley & Mansfield, and Fredrikson &
Byron..
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China still behind in winter sports
By Elaine Dunn

Following a powerful performance
at the 2012 London summer Olympics,
China’s 139-strong delegation to the
Sochi games had hoped to build on
its Vancouver performance. After all,
China won five gold, two silver and four
bronze medals in there in 2010 – the
best of its winter games performances
to date.
However, the team’s Sochi medal
hopes were tragically dashed in late
January when Wang Meng, China’s
most decorated winter Olympian, suffered a broken ankle during a training
accident, and had to pull out. For half
of the Chinese team, Sochi was their
winter Olympic debut.
China got on the Sochi medal board
on Feb. 10 when Han Tianyu placed second in the men’s 1,500-m. short-track
speed skating event. Li Jianrou, won
China’s first gold in the women’s 500m short-track speed-skating on Feb.
13. She won because the other skaters
crashed and fell toward the end and she

was the only skater who did not fall!
On Feb. 18, the women’s short-track
3,000-m. relay team, the defending
Olympic champions, was disqualified.
This was one of the golds for which
China had been anticipating.
Hopes for the second gold medal
rested on Li Nina, silver medalist at the
last two Games, and world champion Xu
Mengtao in the women’s aerial freestyle
skiing event. Both reached the final four;
however, both failed to nail their landings in their final jumps! Li ended up
with a leg injury and said Sochi would
be her last Olympics. Xu, who “kept
her backside off the ground” injured
her hand in doing so. She did manage
to snatch the silver.
Another medal hopeful that failed
to materialize was curling, though not
without an impressive struggle. The
Chinese men’s curling team had four
straight wins, beating Switzerland 5-4
and then Germany 11-7. However,
the team lost to Sweden in the bronze

Li Jianrou, China’s first gold medalist, won the women’s 500m short track speed
skating final.
play-off on Feb. 21, coming in fourth.
The Chinese women’s team that won
a bronze at Vancouver in 2010 failed
to make the semifinal. They placed
seventh out of 10. Canadian curling
great, Marcel Rocque, who signed on
in July 2013 as the temporary curling
coach, said, ”Although your dream is
right there and you can feel it and you
can smell it and you can almost taste it,
you still don’t know how you’re going
to perform,” he said. “I’m satisfied that
they di everything they could.”
“Underwhelming” could be used
loosely to describe China’s Sochi performance. One perspective on why the
Chinese government seems to allow the
Winter Games to play second fiddle to

the Summer Games may be because
winning at the Winter Games is not as
“ego-boosting.” A win against Russia or
the U.S.(titans in the Summer Games)
means a lot more than a win against
Canada, Netherlands or Norway. That
said, China is planning to bid on hosting
the 2022 Winter Games, though success
is quite unlikely as the 2018 Games will
be in South Korea.
Going into the Sochi Games, vice
sports minister Yang Shuan commented,
“We don’t have a specific target for the
number of medals we want to win. We
just want to encourage our athletes to
work hard and go all out to get them.” As
of Feb. 21, China is 11th in total medals
count: 3 gold, 4 silver, two bronze.u

Timberwolves game is highlight of Chinese
businessman’s visit

Mr. Du Weidong, a prominent business owner from Xi’An, capital city of
Shaanxi province - a sister province of
Minnesota - recently visited Minnesota
during the Chinese New Year holidays.
His main purpose was to visit his son
Eric, who just enrolled at the International School of Minnesota for the 8th
grade.
During his Minnesota stay, Du visited several top local private schools and
did some shopping at Mall of America
and the Albertville Outlet Mall. Howev-

er, the highlight of his 10-day visit was
watching his first live NBA game when
the Timberwolves played the Lakers.
Richard He, president of China Insight,
was instrumental in getting a suite ticket
and a tour of the Target Center during
the pre-game warm-up plus a chance to
sit in the media section.
Ironically, this game was the only
game broadcast live in China so he did
live “WeChat,” (a popular Chinese technology for immediate chatting via text/
image/video online) with his friends
who were watching the game live back
home. His friends tried to search for him
on the TV screen, but unfortunately the
TV camera never zeroed in on him.
Du is a huge NBA fan and actively
plays basketball and golf in China and
the U.S. during his trips. It illustrates the
huge interest Chinese his generation and
the younger have for American sports.
There also was a large group of visitors from Chongqing City recently, and
China Insight assisted in getting them

Du Weidong on the playing floor at Target Center
tickets to watch the Rockets game on
Feb. 10 when Jeremy Lin was in town.
China Insight is also assisting the
Timberwolves in organizing an Asian
Night when they will again face Jeremy
Lin and the Houston Rockets again on
April 11, which will be the last time
both of these teams will face each
other in Minneapolis this year. The
Timberwolves has held an Asian Night

for the past 12 years, so save this date.
Plans are now being made to arrange
activities to showcase Chinese culture
throughout the arena and during halftime. See accompanying ad on page 11
for full details.
Read the paper online at

www.chinainsight.info
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What’s the story? Shennong (神農),the Divine
Farmer
By Elaine Dunn

Wood ears and fish fillets
Inset: Detail of a wood ear
The waiter set the not-on-the-menuChinese-New-Year-special dish in front
of us. My son promptly asked what
the dark brown gelatinous slices were.
“Wood ear,” I replied, “Wood ear (木
耳) and fish fillets braised in rice wine.”
“And what on earth is wood ear?” he
asked. Hmm … this is going to be interesting. This kid had not ingested any
mushrooms since third grade – an overnight decision for which he had given
no explanation except that he doesn’t
like them! But finicky eating habits are
a whole different story …
I explained wood ear is a type of
fungus, anticipating his next comment.
“I wonder how many people died eating
something they shouldn’t have before
they figured out wood ear is edible!”
And this is how we arrived at this
month’s story.
Legend has it that around 2800 B.C.,
a woman gave birth to an extraordinary
boy in a stone cave. The boy had the
head of a bull and the body of a human.
By the third day, the boy could talk. By
the fifth day he could walk. He had teeth

by the seventh month. And, by the age
of 3, he could plow a field!
At this time, population growth was
exceeding food supply. People gathered
wild fruits for food most of the time and
discarded the seeds and cores carelessly
after eating. The boy with the bull horns
on his head saw plants growing from
some of the discarded seeds. He tended
to these plants day and night. In a few
months, big, sweet melons rewarded
his effort. This encouraged him to plant
other things such as grains and fruits.
His fields bore enough food to feed the
people around him through the harsh
winter. In acknowledgement, the people
named him “Shennong,” meaning “divine farmer.”
Shennong subsequently taught the
village people how to plant and preserve
crops. He invented the wooden plough,
which made cultivating the land much
easier. With the extra grains, they raised
poultry. In order to preserve the fresh
herbs and plants, he taught the people
to dry them under the sun so they were
available for use during winter months.

Life improved because of him.
However, when the elderly got sick
and died, Shennong wanted to figure
out a way to save them. He remembered
how uncomfortable he once felt when
he overate. When he ate some sour
hawthorns, the discomfort quickly went
away. He deduced that different plants
might cure different illnesses. On that
premise, he started examining and tasting many different plants and the different parts of plants such as leaves, stems,
roots, etc. He recorded their effects in
great detail in the hope of finding cures
for diseases. If he ate something that
did not agree with him, he would take
some other fungus or grass to counter
the ill effect and recorded that as well.
It was also said that his stomach was
transparent so he could see what was
happening within his digestive system
as he was eating!
On one occasion, he came across
some lovely grass with small red flowers. On chewing the roots, he found they
were quite sweet and thirst-quenching.
He liked the taste and kept eating until
his nose started bleeding! He quickly
understood too much of a good thing
is not good. The grass that caused the
nosebleed was licorice.
He climbed many mountains and
walked numerous plains, tasting and
testing. He discovered and collected
seeds and is credited with identifying
and cultivating rice, wheat, millet and
sorghum. His meticulous plant-tasting
notes catalogued approximately 365
species, identifying their properties:
poisonous/benign, yin /yang, rarity,
etc. It became the first Chinese herbal
medicine book, “The Divine Farmer’s
Herb-Root Classic” (神农本草经).

Shennong is also credited with discovering tea. Story has it that Shennong
was boiling water in an open cauldron
when a tea leaf fell into the water. He
tasted the liquid and found it tasted and
smelled good. It also had an invigorating effect on his body. However, this tea
story is probably bunk as one tea leaf in
a tea pot would make no difference in
the taste of the water, let alone in a big
cauldron!
The “The Divine Farmer’s HerbRoot Classic” mentions Shennong was
poisoned by numerous toxins and each
time, cured by drinking tea! Alas, he
tasted one plant too many and for which
he had no cure! After tasting a grass
with little yellow flowers, he developed
a gut-splitting stomachache and died.
Fortunately, his knowledge of the
healing power of Chinese herbs and
herbal formulae was passed down from
generation to generation. It is one of
China’s greatest gifts to the world. Thus,
Shennong is also known as the father of
Chinese medicine and pharmacology.
By some accounts, Shennong is one
of the Three Divine Sovereigns who
ruled China after Fuxi, who was Nuwa’s
brother-husband. Shennong was the Yan
Emperor.
Whether he was just an enlightened farmer or emperor, Shennong’s
contribution to China and the study of
medicine is huge. u
Editor’s note:
A story about Nuwa can be
found on pg. 5 of the February
2014 issue of China Insight at
http://www.chinainsight.info.

Wuhan noodles seek intangible status
chinadaily.com.cn

Wuhan’s famous hot dry noodles

Wuhan’s famous hot dry noodles
could be the province’s latest state-level
intangible cultural heritage offering.
The hot dry noodles, also known as
“reganmian”, is a traditional Wuhan dish
from the capital city of Hubei province
in Central China. The noodles have enjoyed a long history within Chinese food
culture spanning 80 years. Reganmian
restaurants can be found throughout
Wuhan as the noodles are popular with
locals during every season of the year
and eaten for breakfast, lunch, and dinner or for even just a snack.
Although the noodles are not difficult to make, making them well requires
years of experience. First, the noodles
are mixed with sesame oil and then

placed into boiling water. Once they are
cooked, they need to be cooled with cold
water. And the process needs to be repeated before the noodles are served in
a bowl. The noodles are usually topped
with spring onions and a hand-made
sauce. u
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Hebei Province: a tourist destination not to
be missed
By Hua Zi, China Today
Nationally recognized Chinese immersion school Yinghua Academy held
its annual Chinese New Year Performance on Jan. 31at Bethel University in
St. Paul. All students from kindergarten
through 8th grade worked on performances designed and choreographed
by the individual class teachers. Performances included song and dance, a
theatrical play, an orchestral piece and
a fashion show. Students also acted as
emcees, speaking in both Chinese and
English.
Located in Northeast Minneapolis
Yinghua Academy is the first K-8 full
Chinese immersion school in the Twin
Cities. Find out more at www.yinghuaacademy.org
The Great Wall
The Great Wall is the pride and
symbol of the Chinese nation, as well as
one of the world’s miracles of ancient
architecture. It has been 2,000 years
since the construction of the Great Wall
began. Today it extends for over 5,000
kilometers through central and northern
China.
For Great Wall enthusiasts, the best
choice is to go to Hebei because about
2,000 kilometers of the ancient fortification wind through this province. The
Great Wall starts from Shanhaiguan in
Hebei in the east, and ends in the west at
Jiayuguan in Gansu Province. Many of
its most renowned sections are in Hebei,
including the Jinshanling and Panjiakou
Great Wall in Chengde City, Luowenyu
Great Wall in Tangshan City, Jiaoshan,
Jiumenkou and Shanhaiguan Great Wall
in Qinhuangdao City. These are the best
preserved and most representative sections of the colossal construction. Hebei
also has several Great Wall museums
and the Temple of Lady Mengjiang (a
legendary figure whose husband, soon
after their marriage, was taken away to
build the defense works there, and died
of overwork), where visitors acquire a
deeper understanding of the culture of
the Great Wall.
The 10.5-kilometer Jinshanling
Great Wall on the border of Luanping
County in Hebei Province and Miyun
County in Beijing is considered the
quintessence of the formation. It is the
best-preserved section, built during the
Ming Dynasty, and features the most
complex structure.
The Jinshanling Great Wall has a
distinctive defense system because its
builders drew on the experience of previous wars and battles to modify the old
design. The section was equipped with
a beacon-fire alarm system, lookout
towers and passes. Some of the military

features here are of the sort rarely seen
in other sections of the Great Wall.
The lookout towers, for instance, are
of various shapes – square, circular, Lshaped or long and narrow. The arrow
towers have three, four or five arrow
slits. Standing at the top of an arrow
tower and gazing afar, you can see how
the Great Wall connects the mountains
and towers, offering grand and imposing vistas.
Another section of the Great Wall
that thrills visitors is the Panjiakou
Underwater Great Wall, 60 kilometers
northwest of the county seat of Qianxi
in Hebei. In the Ming Dynasty it was
part of the defense against Mongolians,
at the Jizhen garrison. As time passed
with changing water levels, a part of
the Great Wall became submerged in
the Panjiakou Reservoir, while the rest
still remains above the surface, scaling
up the mountain westward. The submerged walls and towers, visible from
above the water, resemble a swimming
dragon. The two parts form a rare and
wonderful panorama that blends ancient military architecture and lake and
mountain views.
The Shanhaiguan Pass
Shanhaiguan is the first pass at the
eastern end of the Great Wall. As its
name (Shanhai meaning mountain and
sea) suggests, it stands against Yanshan
Mountain and overlooks the Bohai Sea.
The pass was easy to defend but hard to
attack; it therefore served as an important defense line for the Ming capital.
In the early Ming Dynasty, Shanhaiguan town was an important route for
travelers and merchants. During wars,
the gate of the town would be firmly
closed, while in more peaceful times the
gate was opened wide, with people and
carriages thronging in and out.
Over 600 years ago when the Ming
overthrew the Yuan Dynasty, the remaining Yuan forces retreated north,
continuing its clashes with the Ming
army. Zhu Yuanzhang, the first Ming
emperor, therefore sent his general Xu
Da to reinforce the Great Wall. Xu built
Shanhaiguan in 1381, due to its strategic
location between Beijing and Shenyang
being of tremendous military import.
Shanhaiguan town is a square, with
gates on each side. The eastern one is
the best preserved, and a board with the
inscription “First Pass under Heaven,”
which dates back to the Ming Dynasty,
hangs over it. The eastern and western
walls of the town are themselves part of
the Great Wall.
Shanhaiguan is an elaborately designed and heavily fortified pass.

A wood carving of Guanyin at the Longxing Temple of Zhengding County, which
was first built in AD 586.
Barbicans were built outside the town
encircling the four gates, offering it
extra protection. When encountering
invasion, defenders could launch converging attacks from three sides outside
the city gate. Outside the barbicans
there are other constructions, forming
a multilayered defense system.
As the Great Wall is often compared to a huge dragon, the towering
construction at its eastern end that juts
into the sea is aptly nicknamed the “Old
Dragon’s Head.” In the area are Ming
barracks, drill grounds and a temple for
the God of Sea, among other sites of
historical interest.
About four kilometers east of Shanhaiguan, the Temple of Lady Mengjiang
rises with its red walls and gray tiles
on Phoenix Mountain. The temple was
built to commemorate the heroine for
her loyalty to her husband, who died
building the Great Wall, and her courage in rebelling against injustice. It
was first built before the Song Dynasty
(960-1279), and renovated during the
Ming Dynasty.

About three kilometers north of
Shanhaiguan is Jiaoshan (Horn) Mountain, its highest peak standing at 519
meters. It is the first mountain that the
Great Wall passes through, and is also
referred to as the horns of this stone
dragon. On the mountain stands the
centuries-old temple of Qixian (shelter
for the virtuous and erudite) – a summer resort for literati during the Ming
and Qing dynasties. It is believed to be
a cradle of Shanhaiguan culture, which
features a syncretism of Confucianism,
Taoism, Buddhism and chivalry.
Chengde Mountain Resort and
temples
Chengde Mountain Resort sits in
northern Chengde City. As the imperial
summer resort where Qing emperors
handled state affairs on vacation, it stood
witness to many major events of the
monarchy, hence serving as a valuable
resource for research into this period of
history. This regal complex, 230 kilometers from Beijing, was built over 90

Continues on page 15
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China’s Bitcoin players
Continued from page 1
December, declaring “Bitcoin wasn’t a
recognized currency and shouldn’t be
used in the market.”
Business Insider reports that less
than 1000 people own 50 percent of
the currency, which users used to have
to “mine” with complicated logarithms.
Following are three key players in
the China Bitcoin scene:
Bobby Lee
BTC China CEO Bobby Lee, 38,
was born and raised in the Ivory Coast
to Chinese parents who could afford to
send him to an “elite boarding school”
in New Jersey. After graduating with
a degree in computer science from
Stanford, he worked at Yahoo and then
moved to China in 2006 with EMC.
After a short stint (July 2011 to early
2012) as Walmart’s CTO in China, he
was out of a job when Walmart decided
not to continue with an in-house eCommerce approach.
Lee’s brother first introduced him to
Bitcoin in 2011. Looking for the next
opportunity after Walmart, Lee found
that China’s Bitcoin exchange, BTC
China, was only a Website ran by two
part-timers, Yang Linke and Huang

Xiaoyu, and was trading a few hundred
coins a day. He looked up the two partners and became its CEO in April 2012.
He also invested his own money, sought
out funding and by October 2012, had
20 employees and was trading more than
20,000 BTC a day
Despite the December setback, Lee
maintains that Bitcoin and BTC China
are here to stay. In a Jan. 6, 2014, article
by Forbes, Lee said, “This is not the end.
It may be the end of a chapter, but it’s
not the end of our company.”
On Jan. 30, Lee “interpreted” the
December decree by the People’s Bank
of China that exchanges need to register
meant “it recognizes exchanges as a
business category and BTC China is a
legitimate business.” As of Jan. 31, BTC
China started accepting deposits to its
corporate bank account and then transfer those funds into customer accounts.
Customers can buy bitcoins through the
corporate account as well.
Li Xiaolai
The Beijing-based Li was the Checku
Café Bitcoin speaker last March. He is
an entrepreneurial sort. He was an
accounting major and worked as an

English teacher after graduation.
He published a number of books on
tackling TOEFL (Test of English as
a Foreign Language) aimed at young
Chinese hoping to study abroad.
Meanwhile, the cram school he was
teaching at went public and he wanted
a safe haven for his newfound wealth.
Apparently, he did not have much
faith in the school! In the process of
researching alternate investment ideas,
he came across an online article by
Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin’s creator,
on Bitcoin. He sold all his cram-school
shares and bought bitcoins!
Li, 41, has since started his own
chain of private schools in four China
cities: Beijing, Nanjing, Shanghai and
Shenzhen. He firmly believes Bitcoin
is “one of the most significant inventions in the human history. Because it
ensures the notion that private property
is both sacred and inviolable is guaranteed by the certainty of mathematics
rather than the will of governments or
organizations.” He has since invested
in a container-worth of computing
equipment for “mining” bitcoins.
At one point, Li is purported
to have Bitcoin holdings in the six
digits. However, he said he would
not recommend bitcoin mining for
the faint-hearted because of the wild
fluctuations.
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Long Yujiang
The December Bitcoin announcement was followed closely by Long
Yujiang also. The 25-year-old Chengdu
resident had been “mining” bitcoins day
and night since 2009, running up daily
electricity bills of RMB14,000 on his
60 high-performance computers. He has
the second-largest holding of Bitcoins in
China, right behind Li Xiaolai.
Besides mining Bitcoins, Long has
a business selling “mining” machines.
A Chengdu website reports that his machines generate 50 new bitcoins on a good
day and usually average 30 a day. Since
mining is becoming more difficult, he is
selling off some of his machines. He is
planning a major bitcoin trading platform
to rival BTC China this spring.
Before you rush off to start mining, ask
where can you spend bitcoins. There are
only a few thousand merchants worldwide
who accept them. An article on Bitcoin
in the Feb. 18 Wall Street Journal quoted
Ajay Banga, chief executive of Mastercard Inc. saying, “The world is not short
of currencies, so what is this currency
solving for?”
For those interested in exploring the
future of Bitcoin and virtual currencies,
there is an Inside Bitcoins conference in
New York City, April 7-8 at the Javits
Convention Center. http://www.mediabistro.com/insidebitcoins/. u

The Bitcoin revolution: fad or future?
By Greg Hugh
Spoiler Alert. If you’re expecting an
answer to the question poised above,
you can quit reading this article now,
since this article intends only to provide
a very brief overview compiled from
various sources about this new, alternate
form of currency.
Simply put, the bitcoin is a “virtual”
currency that allows users to exchange
online credits for goods and services.
While there is no central bank that issues them, bitcoins are created online
by using a computer to perform difficult
tasks, a process known as mining. Some
12 million bitcoins are believed to be in
circulation, with a cap of 21 million meaning no more bitcoins can be created
after that point.
According to Wikipedia, Bitcoin is a
peer-to-peer payment system and digital currency introduced as open source
software in 2009 by pseudonymous developer Satoshi Nakamoto. It is a cryptocurrency, so-called because it uses
cryptography to control the creation
and transfer of money. Conventionally,
“Bitcoin” capitalized refers to the technology and network whereas lowercase
“bitcoins” refers to the currency itself.
Bitcoins users verify and record
payments in exchange for transaction
fees and newly minted bitcoins. Users
send and receive bitcoins using wallet software on a personal computer,
mobile device, or a Web application.
Bitcoins can be obtained by mining or
in exchange for products, services, or
other currencies.

Growth of the Bitcoin money supply
is predefined by the Bitcoin protocol,
and in this way inflation is kept in
check. Currently there are molre than
12 million bitcoins in circulation, with
an approximate creation rate of 25 bitcoins every 10 minutes. The total supply
is capped at 21 million, and every few
years or so, the creation rate is halved.
This means new bitcoins can continue
to be released for more than 100 years.
As a form of decentralized cryptocurrency, Bitcoin is increasing in
popularity and fast gaining the attention
of venture capitalists as well as governments all over the world, including the
U.S. and China. Once thought to be an
underground Internet scheme, financial
specialists are speculating that Bitcoin
has the potential to become a mainstream form of currency. Bitcoin circumvents many of the perceived issues
with the global financial system such as
credit card fraud, high processing fees,
privacy protection issues, and complex,
lengthy online transactions. The Bitcoin
market is volatile and high-risk, but that
is so far not deterring high-profile investors from helping the community grow.
As the world’s first, and most popular, cryptocurrency, Bitcoin has by
now suffered every possible setback a
payment project could encounter. According to recent news reports, it was
implicated in a huge drug bust when
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
took down the Silk Road electronic
exchange. It has experienced regulatory

pressure in forms ranging from trading
restrictions in China to a recent threat
of a complete ban by the Russian authorities. It survived a scare involving
an apparently Ukraine-based operation
taking over close to half of the currency’s “mining.” It absorbed Apple’s
decision to remove all related software
from its app store. Now, a top Bitcoin
exchange, where the cryptocurrency
could be traded in for governmentissued money, has hit a snag that
forced it to stop Bitcoin transfers to
outside addresses not issued directly
by the exchange.
As of now, none of the five largest,
most influential Bitcoin exchanges are
in the United States: Slovenia-based
Bitstamp ($368 million in 30 days);
Bulgaria-based BTCe ($267 million
in 30 days); Japan-based Mt. Gox for
dollar transactions ($261 million in 30
days); China-based BTC China ($151
million in 30 days); Japan-based Mt.
Gox for euro transactions ($31 million
in 30 days). The total current value of
bitcoins in the world is estimated to be
around US$7.5-10 billion. The value
of a bitcoin has recently fallen from
$965.00 to $530.00.
Commercial use of Bitcoin, illicit
or otherwise, is currently small compared to its use by speculators, which
has fueled price volatility. Bitcoin as
a form of payment for products and
services has seen growth, however,
and merchants have an incentive to accept the currency because transaction

fees are lower than the 2–3% typically
imposed by credit card processors.
Bitcoins were originally seen as a
low-cost way of sending money electronically. It essentially removed the need to
use third parties, such as banks, in order
to move funds. A key differentiator from
other currencies for bitcoin is that it is not
regulated by a central bank.
With Bitcoin still in its infancy it could
be argued that countries may begin to
create regulatory frameworks governing
Bitcoin services and transactions within
their countries and become more attractive for Bitcoin traders seeking a degree
of safety and uncertainty in this new
financial system. However, while financial regulations may help to legitimize
Bitcoins, they also take away many of
the attractions that led to the currency’s
popularity in the first place.
In the face of all these developments,
Bitcoin remains amazingly resilient,
which could mean one of two things:
Either it is here to stay, or the people
who invested in it during a speculative
bubble are reluctant to accept losses and
still able to prop up the market with their
trades. Thus it is strongly recommended
that you perform your own due diligence
to determine if bitcoin is something that
you wish to utilize. u
Editor’s note:
As of Feb. 25, the future of Mt.
Gox exchange uncertain. With it,
744,400 bitcoins also have gone
missing.
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Hebei Province
years, starting in 1703, during the reigns
of three emperors. It stands out among
China’s royal palaces for its unadorned
natural mountain and river surroundings and unrivaled size. It is twice the
size of the Summer Palace in Beijing.
Over 120 architectural complexes with
distinctive Eastern charm loom amid
lush woods on rolling mountains and
by meandering rivers, constituting a
traditional landscape painting.
The whole resort involves two parts:
the palace zone; and the natural environment zone, with lakes, plains and mountains. The water body is divided by
dams and islets into five parts connected
by bridges. Buildings on the shore are
artistically aligned with unmistakable
loan elements from classical designs of
southern provinces.
Meadows and shrubs make up
the plain area. It was once the site of
Wanshu or “10,000 Trees” Garden and
28 Mongolian yurts of different sizes, of
which the biggest was 24 meters in diameter, being the emperor’s temporary
palace to welcome nobles, high officials
of different nationalities, religious leaders, and foreign envoys.
West and north of this resort are
mountain areas with extensive tree
cover, where the temperature is four to
five degrees lower than in downtown
Chengde. It offers a chance to escape

Upcoming UCBC
presentations
Continued from page 6
being done to help Minnesota products
find markets around the globe.
Presenter Mike Brown is vice president of Marketing and Communications at GREATER MSP, our regional
economic development partnership.
His work includes branding and communication of the region’s assets to a
global audience. He served as a key
member of the Steering Committee
for the Metropolitan Export Initiative.
Prior to GREATER MSP, he led the
branding and media teams at Target, as
well as various positions at advertising
agencies Fallon and Campbell Mithun.
Manufacturers Alliance presents
Navigating Standards and
Compliance Systems
Date: Thursday, March 13
Time: 7:30-9:30 a.m.
Location: Hennepin Technical CollegeBrooklyn Park Campus, Parking lot 4,
9000 Brooklyn Blvd, Brooklyn Park
Cost: Manufacturers Alliance & UCBC
members, free; non-members: $40
(UCBC or MA members may bring
up to three employees from your company at no cost to monthly educational
seminars.)
Why are standard and compliance
systems critical to your success? Hear
about their development and importance, and find out why they are critical to R&D strategies and a successful
product launch. Presenters will share

Continued from page 13

the heat and bustle of modern life.
The Eight Outer Temples near the
Chengde Mountain Resort is the largest royal temple complex in the world.
Qing emperors spent great amounts on
building it as a blessing for national security and stability. There are actually 12
temples. As eight were directly administered by the Qing Court of Colonial Affairs in Beijing, they were collectively
referred to as the Eight Outer Temples.
The 10,000 Buddhist statues and ritual
artifacts have been well preserved and
worshiped. The temples adopted architectural features from different ethnic
cultures in China, such as Manchu, Han,
Tibetan and Uygur, embodying national
integration and solidarity and displaying the openness and creativity of 18th
century Chinese architects.
These temples and the Mountain
Resort were added to UNESCO’s list of
World Cultural Heritage sites in 1994.
Puning (Universal Peace) Temple
is the most typical of this cluster – the
first built in Chengde by Emperor
Qianlong (1711-1799) in reverence of
Tibetan Buddhism. It served as a link
between the central government and
Tibetans, Mongolians and other ethnic
groups in the border areas. It was also
the headquarters of the chief abbot
who supervises all the lamaseries in
Chengde, as designated by the emperor.
who provides input and how you may
be able to influence which ones, from
EU and domestic to UL, FDA and SAE
standards, to apply to your own efforts.
Keep the auditors and customers happy,
reduce process steps and prevent costly
mistakes!
Presenters: Brodie Pedersen, senior
regulatory engineer, Nonin Medical; Jessica Pedersen, product safety
and compliance engineer, Graco Inc.;
Charles Sidebottom, managing partner,
PPO Standards, LLC. Moderator: Jay
Johnson, medical device product development.
Pre-registration required at www.
ucbcgroup.org.
Self-Protection for Travelers
in China
Date: Wednesday, April 2
Time: 7:30 - 9:30 a.m.
Location: St. Thomas University,
1000 LaSalle Ave, Minneapolis;
Room MOH 201
Learn how to protect yourself and
your belongings through situational
awareness, avoidance, de-escalation,
prevention techniques and understanding Chinese laws.
Presenter is Sishir Chang, a thirddegree black belt in judo and one of the
coaches of the University of Minnesota
Judo Club and Team. Chang was an
international-level judo competitor and
also has competed in Brazilian jujitsu
and mixed martial arts.
Register for these meetings at www.
ucbcgroup.org or email Jim, ucbcgroup@gmail.com
Non-members are welcome to attend
events and bring brochures and information to share on the member table! u

Puning Temple hence holds value as
being more than a religious shrine, featuring political, architectural and artistic
endowments.
Putuo Zongsheng Temple was modeled on the Potala Palace in Lhasa,
Tibet. Putuo Zongsheng is a Chinese
transliteration of Tibetan “Potala,” and
is therefore nicknamed the Minor Potala
Palace. It was built by the mountains
and followed Tibetan architectural
styles, evident in the false decorative
windows, the white buildings of flat tops
and arched gates, and the bell-shaped
Lama pagodas. While constructed along
an axis, the symmetrical design and the
rings of courtyards connect closely to
represent Han architectural features.
Chongli, paradise for skiing
in winter
Over 1,000 years ago, the Tang Dynasty poet Li Bai wrote: “Snowflakes
on Yanshan (a mountain ridge in Hebei)
are as big as mats.” This would not be
hard to imagine if you have ever seen
the meter-deep snow on the mountains
throughout the winter in Chongli County, Zhangjiakou City in northwestern
Hebei.
The region is the natural ski resort
closest to Beijing, a three-hour drive
of 249 kilometers. It sits in the transition zone between the Inner Mongolian
Plateau and North China Plain and is
checkered with mountains, meadows
and woods, with 30 percent forest cover.

These factors contribute to the long
150-day period of annual snowfall and
superior quality of snow, with granule
hardness, viscosity of flakes and other
parameters, making Chongli a paradise
for skiing.
The several ski resorts in the region
promise fun and excitement for skiers.
Charging down high slopes on sleds or
snowfield motorcycles, a sense of flight
fires everyone’s hidden yearnings.
For history devotees, Changchengling
(Great Wall Range) is a good choice.
This newly established ski resort, 18 km
away from the county seat of Chongli
and covering more than 1,530 hectares,
has been honored by China’s General
Administration of Sports and the China
Ski Association as the ideal natural ski
resort in northern China. It takes its
name from its proximity to a section
of the Ming Dynasty Great Wall. Remnants of the wall and the beacon towers
along it can be spotted across boundless
whiteness at the end of the horizon to the
southwest. Skiing here uniquely meshes
history and modernity.
Chongli has now set its sights on
hosting the National Winter Games,
the Asian Winter Games and even the
Winter Olympics, building up skiing
and resort facilities to international
standards and growing into a national
hub for snow sports and tourism.
For skiing enthusiasts, this place is
truly a gift from heaven. u

“A Passage to China”
Continued from page 1
nese chess, tangrams, name translations,
speaking Chinese, painting and calligraphy lessons, paper cutting and paper
folding, making terra cotta replicas and
various other Chinese arts and crafts.
There also will be cooking demonstrations and dumpling-making lessons.
Authentic Chinese music and dance
performances, as well as Chinese martial arts, also will be featured at the Sears
Court stage throughout the two-day
event. Many of the performers are children of all ages, even college students!
New this year will be a display of
ethnic fashions along with the China
100 exhibit showcasing the 100 year
history of the University of Minnesota
and China in the Southeast Court.
For the “passage” event, the Mall
of America Rotunda and Sears Court
undergo a festive transformation. These
areas are colorfully decorated with red
lanterns suspended from above, accented with many floral touches. Several
life-size terra cotta warriors also will
be on display for that Kodak moment.
Children attendees will be issued
special ‘passports’ in which they can
collect stamps by participating at each
interactive station. Those who collect
the sufficient number of stamps will
qualify for a prize.
“A Passage to China” is organized
by The Chinese Heritage Foundation
Friends and China Insight., Minnesota’s
Chinese Heritage Foundation is the

premier organization devoted to promoting and preserving Chinese history
and culture in Minnesota. The event is
completely volunteer-run so that it can
be held as a free event for the entire
community to enjoy.
See back page for complete details
on the largest free-admission event
held in the Twin Cities that is devoted
exclusively to Chinese culture, history
and entertainment.

Bring your family, friends
and neighbors or organize
an outing for your school
or organization.
See you there!
Additional information can be found
at http://www.chineseheritagefoundation.org and http://www.chinainsight.
info. u
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